THE GLOBAL DMC SOLUTION

BARCELONA

TOP REASONS TO VISIT BARCELONA
Good connections with international direct flights

Rich, cultural, and artistic heritage

Excellent quality accommodation, restaurants, and
meeting facilities

Possibility to combine with other key cities of Spain,
including Canary and Balaeric Islands

Fantastic cuisine with 23 Michelin restaurants

One of the best cities in Europe for shopping

Named the most visited city for congress by ICCA

UNIQUE IDEAS FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
Beach activities in Castelldefels - Have fun under the sun! Enjoy a perfect
day at the beach while staying active. Groups are divided into equal teams
and will take part in different beach activities such as volleyball, paddle surf
and kayaking on a round robin basis. After enjoy lunch at the local beach
club
Cannoning and rafting in Llavorsí - If you are a thrill-seeker, this is the
perfect experience for you! Llavorsí is a town located in the hilly region of
Pallars Sobirà, in northern Catalonia, and its natural settng makes it the
perfect place for adventurous pursuits such as cannoning and rafting.
Excursion to Montserrat & Cava Region - Discover one of the best known
symbols of Catalonia; The Montserrat Mountain. Jump into the cable car
up to the top of the holy mountain and visit the monastery where the
‘Moreneta’, the patron saint of Catalonia, stands while listening to the
boys’ choir and admiring the breathtaking views of the Catalan landscape.
Finish in El Penedès to discover its wineries.

Flying time from UK / 2 hours
Time difference to UK / + 1 hours
Currency / Euro

Festivals and holidays in Barcelona - Delve into the Catalan culture by
discovering the many festivities that are held in the city throughout the
year. From traditional celebrations to honour the patron saints of
Barcelona such as Sant Jordi, also known as the “Day of the Book”, to the
trendiest musical festivals like the Sónar.
Barcelona and sports - Experience a fantastic football match in Camp
Nou, the largest stadium in Spain and a thrilling motor race in Catalonia
Circuit, which is home to the Spanish Formula 1 Grand Prix.
Are you ready to explore Barcelona like you’ve never imagined before?
How about taking a trip to the past in a vintage car while discovering every
corner of this city full of history? We offer thematic tours that will allow
you to discover everything from Barcelona: from its culture and history, to
its taste and flavours.

COSTS
TWO DAY INCENTIVE TRIP BASED ON
A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX
From €450.00 per person
This includes: 2 nights in a 4 star hotel
on BB basis (single occupancy), arrival
and departure transfers with meet and
greet, 2 half day sightseeing, lunches
and 2 dinners.

CONFERENCE TRIP TO BASED ON A MINIMUM OF 20 PAX:
From €200.00 per person per day
This includes: Overnight stay in a 4 star hotel on a BB
basis (single occupancy), arrival and departure transfers
with meet and greet, Daily Delegate Rate, plus rental of
main meeting room.

Please note that these are sample rates which are all subject to change upon request

